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INTRODUCTION
Commercial Street, located along Portland’s waterfront, is an iconic
multi-functional ‘main street.’ It serves the City’s working
waterfront, office, retail, and restaurant industries, and hundreds of
thousands of annual visitors. The street’s diverse mix of land uses
and its variety of users contribute to both its vibrancy and its
transportation challenges.
The City of Portland recognizes Commercial Street’s complexity and
initiated the Commercial Street Operations and Master Plan to
ensure that future design and policy decisions affecting the street
reinforce the city’s broader goal in this area: supporting Portland’s
working waterfront and other economic engines operating along
Commercial Street while promoting accessibility for all street users.

Project Purpose
The purpose of the Commercial Street Operations and Master Plan
is to develop a vision for Commercial Street and specific
recommendations that improve the street’s safety, efficiency, and
appeal for all users, including local residents, the fishing and marine
community, businesses and employees, as well as tourists and
visitors.
Throughout the project, the City and its project team have
coordinated with partners and stakeholders that include the
Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System (PACTS),
Maine Department of Transportation (MaineDOT), Greater Portland
METRO (METRO), Casco Bay Island Transit District (CBITD or Casco
Bay Lines), a Technical Advisory Group, the working waterfront
group, and members of the public.

Study Area
The project study area extends along Commercial Street from Beach
Street to India Street. Short segments of adjacent or parallel streets
were evaluated as needed based on the analysis and study area.
The Commercial Street study area is shown in Figure ii.
The study area includes a diverse mix of land uses as a result of the
convergence of Portland’s downtown and working waterfront,
including an active marine port; established and newly developed
office space; restaurants, hotels, and retail catering to local
residents and tourists alike; and residential.
Figure i: Vibrant Activity Along Commercial Street
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The study began with an extensive data collection phase and
culminated in a robust set of operational and infrastructure
strategies. The elements of the study include:
•

Existing Conditions analysis (Chapter 1), including
significant data collection, trends analysis, and public
and stakeholder outreach.

•

Issues and Opportunities analysis (Chapter 2).

•

Alternatives Development and Evaluation (Chapter 3),
where potential strategies were examined for their
effectiveness in meeting project goals.

•

Recommendations (Chapter 4), where the most viable
strategies were organized into the themes of Smart
City, Great Street, and Thriving Waterfront.
Implementation (Chapter 5), where long-term and
immediate next steps were identified.

•

Figure ii: Project Study Area Commercial Street: Beach
Street to India Street
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1. EXISTING CONDITIONS
The study included an in-depth analysis of existing conditions on the
Commercial Street corridor, covering the following areas and tasks:
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Traffic data collection, including pedestrian and vehicular
count data and signal timing
Field and site observations, including traffic operations,
pedestrian movements, and freight and delivery
observations
Analysis of safety data, including high crash locations and
bicycle and pedestrian crash locations
Evaluation of multi-modal operations data, including:
o Bicyclist activity
o Cruise ship activity and passenger loads
o Local transit and trolley routes
Review of parking data and recommendations from the
2016 Parking Study for Downtown, the Old Port, and the
Eastern Waterfront
Analysis of intersection operations
Feedback from public and stakeholder meetings

•

•

Total weekday peak-season vehicular traffic volumes are
fairly constant along Commercial Street throughout the day
(Figure 1-2), with high levels of demand but relatively
modest demand peaks.
Saturday peak-season vehicular volumes peak at around
noon and remain nearly constant through approximately
5:00 PM. Weekend volumes decrease less rapidly in the
evening than do weekday volumes, likely due to the
adjacent restaurant and nightlife activity.
Pedestrian counts along Commercial Street indicate that
pedestrian volumes are nearly 10 times higher during the
peak season than during off-season periods. Pedestrian
counts show that volumes are highest from Franklin Street
to Union Street, but decline further west on Commercial
Street.
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Findings
Traffic & Pedestrian Volumes
•

Peak-season weekday and weekend vehicular traffic
volumes were observed to be 25% to 30% higher than offpeak season traffic volumes (Figure 1-1).
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Figure 1-1: Peak vs. Off-Peak Season Traffic Volumes
(Bi-Directional, Measured East of Pearl Street)
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Figure 1-2: Thursday, August 23, 2018 Hourly Vehicular Traffic Volumes: Commercial Street west of Market Street
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Safety
High crash locations (HCLs) were identified based on MaineDOT
data (Table 1-1 and Figure 1-3). HCLs by definition have eight or
more crashes within a 3-year period and a critical rate factor higher
than one.
•
•

High crash intersections include the two Commercial Street
intersections with High Street and Park Street
High crash segments include Commercial Street between:
o Casco Bay Bridge and Maple Street
o Union Wharf and Chandler’s Wharf
o Custom House Street and Franklin Street.

Of these segments, Custom House Street to Franklin Street had the
highest crash rate.
Table 1-1: High Crash Locations: Critical Rate Factors &
Number of Crashes
2013-2015
Critical
Segment Intersection Rate Factor
Harborview Park
to Maple St

2014-2016
Critical
Rate Factor

1.34 (9)

1.75 (11)

Union Wharf to
Chandler’s Wharf

1.81 (10)

2.21 (12)

Custom House St
to Franklin St

3.42 (17)

3.96 (20)

Park St 2.44 (20)

2.14 (17)

High St 1.49 (10)

1.71 (11)

Figure 1-3: High Crash Locations (Maine DOT Office of
Safety)
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Bicycle and pedestrian crash data were also assessed. These crashes
were most prevalent east of Center Street and were concentrated
near Market and Moulton Streets, as shown in Figure 1-4.

Signal Timing Data & Intersection Operations
Intersection operations were observed at each of the signalized
intersections within the study area (Commercial Street at Beach
Street, Center Street, Union Street, and Franklin Street) in order to
observe vehicle patterns and determine traffic signal timing
information.
•

•

Figure 1-4: 2010-2015 Bicycle & Pedestrian Crashes
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Signal phasing and timing patterns were recorded at each
intersection, with a focus on pedestrian signal phasing at
each intersection. The Franklin and Beach Street
intersections have concurrent pedestrian phasing, Union
Street has concurrent pedestrian phasing with a Leading
Pedestrian Interval (LPI), and Center Street has an exclusive
pedestrian phase. Exclusive phasing means all intersection
traffic is stopped during the pedestrian crossing phase; for
concurrent phasing, the pedestrian crossing phases occur
parallel with the direction of moving traffic.
Intersection operations were modeled using Synchro, a
standard industry intersection analysis tool. The results of
the analysis are included in Table 2. This analysis indicates
that all signalized intersections within the study area
operate with a level of service (LOS) “D” or better, except
for the Beach Street intersection during the Weekday PM
peak hour and Franklin Street during the peak season
Saturday midday peak hour, which both operate at LOS E.
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Table 1-2: Intersection Operations Analysis Delays and
Corresponding Level of Service (LOS)

•
Peak
Season
Weekday
PM
70 (E)

Peak
Season
Sat.
Midday
30 (C)

Off
Season
Weekday
PM
32 (C)

Off
Season
Sat.
Midday
16 (B)

•

Center Street

23 (C)

10 (B)

18 (B)

8 (A)

•

Union Street

17 (B)

7 (A)

14 (B)

7 (A)

Franklin
Street

47 (D)

62 (E)

20 (C)

25 (C)

Commercial St.
Intersection
Beach Street

•

Delays in seconds per vehicle

It should be noted that the traffic analysis results shown in Table 1-2
are based on the traffic volumes and signal timing data that the
project team collected; they illustrate how the intersections operate
on a volume to capacity basis. However, traffic analysis
methodologies and Synchro both lack the ability to fully capture the
impacts of such things as the friction generated by parking, pick-up
and drop-off activity, center-turn lane and curbside deliveries,
frequent pedestrian crossings, tour operators, and special vehicles.
Together, the volumes and intersection capacity combined with the
existing signal timing, curbside friction, and unique operations
produce the following specific congestion issues:
•

Long westbound queues at the Commercial Street at Beach
Street intersection that extend east as far east as Union
Street during the afternoon peak hour. The long queues
impede travel along Commercial Street and also create
obstacles that prevent vehicles on side-streets from turning

onto or crossing Commercial Street, resulting in a gridlock
or failing condition
Heavy eastbound queues at Beach Street turning left
against the heavy westbound traffic
Frequent vehicle stoppages, due in part to the lack of signal
coordination between the Franklin Street, Union Street, and
Center Street intersections
Malfunctioning traffic signal detectors were observed that
inhibited intersections from operating correctly
Slow travel speeds due to the relatively high numbers of
crosswalks, parking maneuvers, and truck backing
movements.

Cruise Ship & Casco Bay Ferry Service
Casco Bay Lines (CBL) Ferry service is directly served by Commercial
Street. CBL provides year-round service from the mainland to the
Casco Bay islands. Historically, cruise ships have also docked along
the Eastern Waterfront east of India Street between spring and fall.
•

•

Ferry service is provided to eight islands and also includes
specialty cruises. Figure 1-5 illustrates ferry departures by
time of day during 2018 summer weekdays. For typical
years, ferry ridership peaks during July and August with over
200,000 riders each month, with shoulder season peaks in
September and October (CBL, Ridership Data, 2016/2017).
Based on 2018 cruise ship season activity, cruise ship
passenger volumes peak in September, with a total of 1,850
average daily passengers (Table 1-3). Peak cruise ship
passenger volumes are in September and October.
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Transit

Table 1-3: Scheduled Cruise Ship Passenger Volume by
Month, April - October, 2018
Average Passengers
Month Total Passengers
Per Day
April 2,689

448

May 3,274

106

June 16,736

558

July 9,171

296

August 14,921

481

A portion of Commercial Street is served by Greater Portland
METRO transit service and nearby South Portland Bus Service
(SPBS). Both providers’ service maps were reviewed to document
the location and frequency of proximate transit service.
•

September 55,690

1,856

October 48,054

1,550

Source: City of Portland

•
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Figure 1-5: Casco Bay Lines Summer Weekday Island Ferry
Departures by Hour (2019 Schedule)
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Metro’s Route 8, which serves Downtown Portland and the
Portland Peninsula, runs along Commercial Street for one
block between Franklin and India Streets with a stop at the
Casco Bay Lines. From this route, passengers can transfer to
other Greater Portland bus routes at the Monument Square
and METRO Pulse transfer centers.
SPBS Routes 21, 24A, and 24B serve South Portland and run
parallel to Commercial Street along York Street from Union
Street to the Casco Bay Bridge.
Several tour and trolley services also operate from
Commercial Street, principally opposite the Moulton Street
intersection, with tour times and schedules varying by
month and season.

Commercial Street currently provides parking along both sides for
much of its extent, and parking demand – especially during peak
season – impacts congestion. Portland’s 2016 Parking Study for
Downtown, the Old Port, and the Eastern Waterfront was reviewed
to understand how on-street and off-street parking demand varies
along the Commercial Street corridor. Data for the study was
collected in the off-peak season and conditions were projected for
the summer peak.
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Findings include:
•

The total effective capacity (defined as 90% of the total offstreet parking supply and 85% of on-street parking supply)
was 5,994 parking spaces along and within close proximity
to Commercial Street (Figure 1-8).

•

The study found that for the entire study area, peak
summer season weekday parking demand was projected to
peak at noon, when parking demand was projected to
exceed effective capacity by 6%. Peak season Saturday
parking demand was projected to peak at 2:00 PM, when
total demand in the area was projected at approximately 70
% of the area’s effective capacity. The study includes finelygrained parking supply and demand data, and notes when
and where parking capacity and pricing could be better
aligned, particularly between surface and structured
parking during peak-season weekends.

•

Specific parking surveys were also conducted on
Commercial Street. The study indicated that on a typical
Thursday, on-street parking demand does not consistently
surpass capacity until 4:00 PM (Figure 1-6), after which onstreet demand exceeds supply until at least 9:00 PM.
However, on Saturdays, Commercial Street on-street
parking demand exceeds supply from as early as 1:00 PM,
continuing through 9:00 PM (Figure 1-7).

Figure 1-6: Commercial Street Thursday December 1, 2016
On Street Parking Occupancy (2016 Parking Study for
Downtown, the Old Port, and the Eastern Waterfront)

)

Figure 1-7: Saturday 6 PM On-Street Parking Turnover
(2016 Parking Study for Downtown, the Old Port, and the
Eastern Waterfront)
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Figure 1-8: Old Port Parking Inventory (2016 Parking Study for Downtown, the Old
Port, and the Eastern Waterfront, highlighted areas indicate within the study area)
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Bicyclist Activity
Bicycling activity data from Strava, a mobile application used by
cyclists and runners, was used to identify streets within the study
area with the highest bike ridership.

The data indicates that Commercial Street is one of the five
corridors with highest bicycle ridership of cyclists using Strava in
greater Portland. Based on the data, cyclist volumes increase
along and crossing Commercial Street as one moves from west
to east (Figure 1-9).

3,500

Total 2016 Rides

3,000
2,500
2,000

Total Rides

Commute Trips

1,500
1,000
500
0

Figure 1-9: Strava Ride & Commute Cyclist Data: Commercial Street, Beach St - Franklin St
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Field Observations
The project team conducted field observations on Commercial
Street during five site visits, two of which were during the peakseason. Findings from these observations are provided below.
•

•

•

•
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Vehicular operations, queuing, maneuverability, and signal
timing operations:
o The long westbound afternoon queues at Beach
Street
o High levels of “friction” and localized congestion
from pedestrians crossing Commercial Street,
delivery and tour bus operations, and large vehicles
o Inefficient vehicle operations at the Franklin Street
intersection due to its skewed alignment and width
Pedestrian flows and effective sidewalk widths:
o Pedestrian crowding on sidewalks between Franklin
Street and Union Street
o Poorly placed A-frame advertising signs in
sidewalks, reducing effective sidewalk width
o The impact of center-turn lane delivery vehicles and
parking adjacent to crosswalks on sight lines for
pedestrians and vehicles
Deliveries and center median operations:
o The location and frequency of delivery vehicles
parked in the center turn lane
o How delivery drivers maneuver hand carts and
materials from the center turn lane to the curbside
Marine and fishing vehicle staging and operations as well as
bait truck backing movements:
o Bait trucks backing down long wharves in areas with
cars and pedestrians

Trucks staging along the “truck apron” near the
Casco Bay Bridge, limiting potential employee and
customer parking.
Both photo documentation of the study area and drone
footage collected in August 2018 provided additional
perspective of congestion and friction along Commercial
Street, as shown in Figures 1-10 and 1-11.
o

•

Figures 1-10 & 1-11: Instances of Commercial Street
Sidewalk and In-street Congestion and Friction
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potential opportunities for improvement lie. This feedback is
summarized in Figure 1-12. The stakeholders in attendance felt that
pedestrian operations, vehicular operations, and marine-related
access to piers and wharves could be improved and that the street
is prospering economically. Those in attendance offered ideas
aligned with each of the categories in Figure 1-12, including several
focused on reducing travel times and improving public transit.

Figure 1-12: October 2018 Stakeholder Meeting Feedback
Summary

Early Public Engagement
To complement the existing conditions analysis and better
understand potential issues and opportunities on the Commercial
Street corridor, the project team conducted an October 2018
Stakeholder Meeting and a December 2018 Public Meeting.

October Stakeholder Meeting
The October 2018 meeting was designed to solicit feedback about
the elements of Commercial Street that are working well and where

Additional feedback was gathered at a public meeting held on
December 11, 2018, where over 100 attendees offered their
feedback, vision, and ideas for the corridor. Participants
represented a range of ages and used Commercial Street in a variety
of ways. Everyone in attendance used Commercial Street at least
weekly.
The predominant concerns expressed at the meeting focused on:
•
•
•

The pace, scale, and location of recent and proposed
developments
Pedestrian traffic volumes and conflicts
Traffic congestion

Attendees prioritized Commercial Street’s role in supporting the
waterfront as it relates to the City’s historic fishing and marine
legacy, but also the waterfront and harbor as a public gathering
space. Feedback is summarized in Table 1-4.
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Table 1-4: Small Group Breakout – Responses Shown
Received the Most Votes (By Table)
A multi-modal street
World class example of sustainable
waterfront
Authentic water views and public access
10-Year
Vision

Riverwalk-Harbor Walk
Functional (and for trucks)
Profitable waterfront properties that can
support/subsidize marine and fishing
infrastructure
Water access and commercial fishing
A multi-modal street
Vibrant working waterfront
Residential quality of life

Top
Priorities

Prioritize marine related development
Reduce vehicular traffic and increase
public transit & cycling infrastructure
Stop building / Land use hierarchy
(prioritize fishing)
Sustainability
Protect water-dependent industries that
generate long-term economic benefits &
support diversity
Balance uses

Principles
to Advance

Real developer responsibility (for new
developments)
Traditional uses
Recognize that the working waterfront
alone can't support pier infrastructure
Safety-travel-accessibility for all elderly, persons with disabilities
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2. ISSUES & OPPORTUNITIES
The existing conditions analysis and early public involvement
highlighted a number of issues on Commercial Street, including
congestion and safety concerns, which are summarized here. In
response, a wide variety of potential opportunities were identified,
ranging from street re-design options and capital projects to new
technologies, operational improvements, and new or revised
policies. Not all of these opportunities merited inclusion in the final
recommendations of the study, but those considered are discussed
here.

Marine Staging, Loading, and Access
Commercial Street’s many users include an established fishing
industry as well as other marine uses, including an active port,
seafood processors, regional ferry service, and charter services. The
location of the wharves and active fishing areas along Commercial
Street is illustrated in Figure 2-1.

Truck Apron Management
A concrete inset in the pavement, or “apron”, runs along
Commercial Street from the Casco Bay Bridge to High Street. This
apron and its adjacent areas have no curb, little striping, limited
management, and are used by a variety of fishing, marine industry,
and industrial operators (Figure 2-1).
Issue
Many trucks that park in the apron area do so at a location or in an
orientation that limits or blocks other vehicles from either active
loading or short-term parking (maximum 2 – 3 hours).
Opportunity
There are opportunities to coordinate with Commercial Street
businesses near the truck apron to designate where, in what
orientation, and for how long trucks and/or trailers can park in the
truck apron, using striping, signage, or other materials or
technology that confirm the approved vehicle type and approved
staging/loading duration. There are also possibilities to stripe and
sign separate parking spaces or areas for active loading, short-term
parking, and employee and customer parking.

Portland’s waterfront has long been one of its economic engines; it
coexists with retail, restaurant, entertainment, hotel, and other
uses, just as the freight and bait trucks that serve the working
waterfront coexist with general traffic, pedestrians, and bicyclists.
Identifying ways to safely stage and accommodate maritime
vehicles is important to maintaining the street’s diversity, an active
and successful working waterfront, and a robust regional economy.

Figure 2-1: Truck Apron Loading
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Figure 2-2: Bait Truck on Commercial Street

Marine Vehicle Staging
Bait trucks and other marine vehicles deliver and pick-up live bait
and other maritime-related cargo at piers and wharves along
Commercial Street (Figure 2-2).
Issue
Because many of the piers and wharves are narrow, most of them
can only accommodate one bait truck at a time (Figure 2-3). During
peak season, there are a limited number of spaces along or near
Commercial Street where bait trucks can stage prior to loading, and
the lack of suitable staging locations can lead to bait trucks waiting
in undesirable locations and/or adding to Commercial Street’s
congestion by searching for acceptable locations.
Opportunity
There are opportunities to identify, sign, and promote locations
suitable for short-term (a few hours or less) staging along
Commercial Street and West Commercial Street that would improve
safety and operations for all users along Commercial Street (Figure
2-4).
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Figure 2-3: Custom House Wharf (GPCOG, August 2018)
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Figure 2-4: Bait Truck Turning Movement to Access Custom
House Wharf

Bait Truck Backing Movements
Commercial Street’s piers and wharves are narrow, which requires
bait trucks to execute a multi-point turn at the Commercial Street at
Pearl Street intersection and then back down the Custom House
Wharf (Figure 2-4).
Issue
The turning maneuver is complex and presents multiple safety
concerns associated with a complex multi-point turn at an
unsignalized intersection and backing a large vehicle down a several
hundred-foot wharf shared with pedestrians and other vehicles.
Opportunities
Traffic control treatments could be implemented at the Commercial
Street at Pearl Street intersection to stop other approaches when
bait trucks are present. Warning elements (flashers, signage) could
also be installed along Custom House Wharf to alert pedestrians to
backing trucks.

Figure 2-5: Franklin Street at Commercial Street
Crosswalks

Pedestrian Safety, Comfort, and Access
Commercial Street is a vibrant street with a diverse mix of
pedestrian users. Ensuring that employees, residents, customers,
and tourists can safely walk along and across the street is critical to
the its continued vibrancy and mix of uses.

Signal Timing & Crossing Distance
Signalized intersections provide designated crossing times for
pedestrians. The width of many of these crossings affects traffic
signal timing and efficiency.
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Issue
The signal timing data and field observations show that Commercial
Street’s signalized intersections have different pedestrian signal
timing schemes. At Franklin Street, pedestrians cross concurrently
with vehicles; at Union Street, pedestrians cross streets
concurrently with vehicles but receive a leading interval for
improved safety; and at Center Street, pedestrians receive an
exclusive pedestrian phase. Although different pedestrian phasing
approaches may make sense relative to intersection-specific
conditions (e.g. heavy conflicting turns, intersection geometry), this
inconsistency also makes it difficult for pedestrians to predict when
they can more safely cross – especially the city’s many tourists and
other visitors. In addition, wait times along the corridor can be long.
For instance, wait times can be up to nearly two minutes at the
Franklin Street intersection (Figure 2-5), due to its long cycle length
and skewed alignment. Often, pedestrians resort to cross before
receiving a “walk” signal due to the long wait time.
Opportunity
There are opportunities to modify signal timing parameters and
patterns to provide a more consistent experience for pedestrians at
signalized intersections and reduce vehicle conflicts. Curb
modifications could also be implemented to reduce pedestrian
crossing distances and increase intersection efficiency where design
vehicle turning radii allows.
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Figure 2-6: Parking Adjacent to Crosswalk

Sight Distance and Visibility
Pedestrians and drivers need clear sight distance to safely walk and
turn across Commercial Street.
Issue
If they are parked too close to an intersection, heavy vehicles
stopped in the center turn lane to make deliveries or staging to
enter a pier or wharf can limit sight distance for both turning
vehicles and pedestrians. Similarly, vehicles parked immediately
adjacent to crosswalks can limit sight distance for pedestrians and
motorists (Figure 2-6).
Opportunity
Specific zones for delivery vehicles could be marked within the
center median to maintain intersection distance for vehicles and
pedestrians. Curbside parking restrictions could also be considered
at those locations where pedestrian sight distance is limited.
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Effective Sidewalk Width
Wider sidewalks and sidewalks clear of obstructions accommodate
higher pedestrian volumes, allow pedestrians who are walking to
pass pedestrians who have stopped to rest, eat, or window shop,
and increase the potential for sidewalk activation.
Issue
During peak tourism season (June – October) and especially when
cruise ships are in port, effective sidewalk width can be limited –
especially on the wharf side – making it difficult to accommodate
the nearly 2,000 pedestrians per hour walking along Commercial
Street. The effective width is governed by both the physical width of
the sidewalk as well as physical obstructions, including A-frame
advertising signs, sidewalk café seating, utility poles, tree wells, and
other street furniture (Figure 2-7).
Opportunities
There are opportunities to revise street and vendor regulations to
maximize sidewalk space available, and to continue to assess the
cost and benefit of relocating the curb to widen sidewalks where
pedestrian volumes are highest.

Figure 2-7: Objects Limiting Effective Sidewalk Width

Figure 2-8: WaterfrontPedestran Passage(GPCOG Drone
Footage)

Waterfront Pedestrian Wayfinding, Access, and Comfort
Despite the number of marine uses along Commercial Street, there
are also many waterfront public spaces, including small parks, public
fishing areas, and lesser-known areas behind buildings that provide
pedestrian access to the waterfront. Maintaining and even
promoting access to these areas while preserving safe and
dedicated space for working waterfront uses maximizes use of the
waterfront for residents and visitors.
Issue
Commercial Street lacks clear pedestrian wayfinding for waterfront
access at several locations. For example, the walk behind 100
Commercial Street is a popular area for locals and tourists to access
and view the working waterfront (Figure 2-8). Opportunities exist to
improve signage and wayfinding to guide pedestrians to locations
they can safely and easily enjoy and observe the working
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waterfront. In addition, during summer months, there is a lack of
shade at several locations along Commercial Street.
Opportunities
More wayfinding signage or materials could be added to indicate
pedestrian waterfront access points and ensure the popular
waterfront access points along the waterfront are welcoming and
well-lit. There are also opportunities to add shade or tree cover to
increase comfort for those enjoying the waterfront access during
summer months.

General Deliveries, Parking, and Curb Usage
The restaurants, bars, shops, and residences along Commercial
Street receive packages, food and beverages, and other deliveries
from delivery operators, including UPS/FedEx, Amazon, beverage
distributors, and other operators. These deliveries must take place
amidst the street’s other competing activities and users, such as
ride-hailing services and tour operators.

Center Turn Lane Deliveries
Due to limited curbside space, many delivery vehicles stop in the
center turn lane to unload goods (Figure 2-9). Drivers then use
handcarts to transport goods to or from their destination, crossing
active traffic in the process.
Issue
Delivery vehicles often stop at locations that limit left-turn storage
capacity, limit visibility for turning vehicles and pedestrians, or both.
Opportunities
There are opportunities to establish delivery locations within the
center turn lane and communicate these locations to drivers and
operators through signage, marketing, and coordination with
businesses.
2-6

Figure 2-9: Center turn lane delivery activity
(Wednesday, August 29, 2018)
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Efficient Curbside Management
Parking, deliveries, ride-hailing vehicles, tour buses, and other uses
all compete to access to Commercial Street’s curbsides. This
curbside demand varies throughout the day, with loading and
delivery activity peaking in the early to mid-morning, parking
demand increasing from morning into the early evening, and ridehailing demand peaking in the later evening.
Issue
Commercial Street currently lacks the policies, signage, pricing, and
enforcement to optimize its curb space with respect to varying daily
curbside demand.
Opportunities
There are opportunities to partner with delivery services, such as
UPS and FedEx to understand when delivery volumes peak, observe
ride-hailing services to understand when their activity peaks, and
combine this with known parking demand data to inform parking
policies and strategies that reduce congestion on Commercial Street
and more efficiently manage limited curb space. Strategies used by
other cities to manage competing curbside demands include:
•
•

Using paint or static, digital, or even “e-ink” signage to
inform the public of curbside restrictions by use and time
Allowing delivery operators or distributors to purchase
monthly or annual parking passes for their vehicle fleets.
After purchase and receipt, passes are typically mounted on
a vehicle’s dash to indicate to give notice to enforcement
officers. The pass is in lieu of paying at a meter or a mobile
app, which saves delivery operators valuable time, produces

•

•

higher parking turnover, and allows delivery operators to
better predict their parking costs.
Restricting deliveries to designated times. Cities or regional
agencies typically collaborate with local businesses and
delivery operators to establish acceptable delivery
windows, which are publicized using signage or other
means.
Implementing technology-based solutions that could allow
curbside users to reserve curbside space in real time or in
advance. Cities typically partner with technology providers
or vendors (www.curbflow.com, for one example) to define
eligible parking spaces, pricing and time of day restrictions,
and any other parameters, and then delivery operators and
other entities use the technology via mobile app to reserve
parking or delivery space.

In addition to using technology to manage the curb, other
technology vendors have emerged that assist cities in cataloguing
the existing curb use, restriction, and cost. Other cities have also
performed this same exercise using internal staff, sometimes at
lower cost.

Available Parking and Parking Pricing Policies
There are generally three types of parking along and near
Commercial Street: on-street parking, off-street surface lots, and
off-street parking structures. Parking data and observations indicate
that on-street parking on Commercial Street is in high demand,
driven by the mix of employees, business customers, fishermen, and
tourists who are drawn to the waterfront and Portland (Figure 210). The City of Portland’s 2016 Parking Study for Downtown, the
Old Port, and the Eastern Waterfront assessed and analyzed parking
in these areas and made several recommendations to better align
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parking demand with pricing – especially during periods of peak
demand.
Issue
On-street and off-street parking pricing and occupancies are often
imbalanced, particularly during peak-season weekends. This
imbalance can cause drivers to circle through the Old Port looking
for lower cost, limited on-street parking spaces, rather than using
more widely available, but more expensive off-street parking.
Opportunities
There are opportunities to evaluate marketing and pricing strategies
that better balance off-street and on-street parking demand –
especially during peak season.

Figure 2-11: Commercial Street Westbound Queues Extend
to Union Street from Beach Street (October 2018)

Travel Time & Travel Time Reliability
Travel for motorists along Commercial Street, especially during peak
commute and peak tourism periods, can be slow and unpredictable.
This lack of predictability can impact commuters and businesses,
especially those that rely on tight delivery windows for live goods.

Signal Timing and Coordination
Signal timing can impact travel times, delay, as well as safety.
Improving signal efficiency can reduce delays and improve travel
time reliability for all drivers, pedestrians, and delivery operators.

Figure 2-10: Commercial Street On-Street Parking
Utilization: Maple Street to India Street, December 2016
Saturday (Downtown Portland Parking Study)

Issue
There is currently no signal coordination along Commercial Street
traffic signals. This results in unnecessary vehicle stoppages and
long vehicle queues, especially at the Center Street and Union
Street intersections, which are closely spaced (Figure 2-11).
Opportunity
Signal timing improvements, including signal coordination, signal
detection reliability, and advanced and comprehensive signal timing
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solutions such as Adaptive Signal Control Systems could be
implemented to improve traffic signal efficiency and progression
along the Commercial Street.

Crosswalk Frequency and Consolidation
The street network within the Old Port is particularly dense, which
leads to closely spaced intersections along Commercial Street
(Figure 2-12). There are 17 individual crosswalks between Center
Street and Franklin Street, which equates to a frequency of
approximately one crosswalk per 150 feet.

Issue
The high use of so many crosswalks within a small distance can
contribute to slower vehicle travel speeds and decreases vehicle
travel time reliability, as drivers may have to stop at up to a dozen
unsignalized crosswalks between Center Street and Franklin Street
alone. The high frequency of crosswalks can also lead to frequent
vehicle - pedestrian conflict points and incidents.
Opportunities
There are opportunities to assess the potential for crosswalk
consolidation, while improving the visibility, safety, and illumination
of those that remain.

Figure 2-12: Commercial Street Crosswalk Frequency, Center Street to Franklin Street
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Commercial Street/Franklin Street Intersection

Beach Street Intersection

The Commercial Street at Franklin Street intersection is located at
the nexus of two key corridors: Commercial Street, with its working
waterfront, shops, and hotels, and Franklin Street, which serves
downtown Portland and links the waterfront to I-295.

The existing conditions analysis and observations indicated that
most of the delay and travel time reliability issues in the study area
were driven not by a lack of capacity but rather friction from
competing uses and modes along the corridor. The exception to this
is the Beach Street/Commercial Street intersection, which has high
conflicting volumes (westbound through conflicts with high
eastbound left-turn movements), especially during the afternoon
commute (Figure 2-13).

Issue
The intersection is currently controlled by an uncoordinated traffic
signal with inefficient vehicular phasing due to the misaligned
geometry of the northbound (from Maine State Pier) and
southbound (Franklin Street) approaches. The split phasing in
combination with relatively long pedestrian crossings contribute to
the long cycle lengths (150 seconds), which exacerbates delays for
all users and contributes to long vehicular queues – especially
during weekday PM and Saturdays during peak tourism season.
Opportunities
Modifications to the existing signal and/or geometry, including the
potential for a roundabout as recommended through prior planning
work, could be considered to improve the intersection’s operations
and safety.

Figure 2-13: Commercial Street at Beach Street (Jan
2019)
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Issue
The high traffic volumes on these conflicting movements not only
increase overall intersection delays but also produce long
westbound queues during the evening peak hours. These queues
were observed to extend to nearly Union Street (Figure 2-18), which
not only affects travel times but presents safety issues, due to
limited visibility and available gaps in traffic for turning motorists
and pedestrians wishing to cross Commercial Street.
Opportunities
As of the Fall 2018, the Commercial Street/Beach Street signal
timing has been modified to preclude southbound Beach Street leftturning movements and eliminate the associated signal phase
(Figure 2-14). This change increases the signal’s efficiency and helps
reduce westbound queues during the evening peak hour. Beyond
these modifications, there are additional advance detection
measures that could mitigate westbound queue lengths, albeit at
the expense of delays in other movements.
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Issue
The 2016 Parking Study for Downtown, the Old Port, and the
Eastern Waterfront indicated that parking demand often exceeds
available on-street supply along Commercial Street. In conjunction
with this imbalance, there is also currently a lack of permanent or
portable signage on approach roadways to direct motorists to offstreet parking facilities – many of which are more easily accessed
from Franklin Street (Figure 2-15). The lack of parking guidance
combined with visitors’ desire to park as close as possible to their
destination contributes to vehicles circling along Commercial Street
and the Old Port to search for parking.

Figure 2-14: Beach St at Commercial St (May 2019)

Transportation Demand Management

Opportunities
There are a number of possible permanent and portable sign
locations along approaching highways, including Interstate 295,
which could be used to actively direct drivers to preferred parking
facilities and locations within downtown Portland and the Old Port.

In addition to marine and fishing industry traffic and delivery
vehicles, many other users and vehicle types, including tour buses
and trolleys, horse-drawn carriages, cyclists, pedestrians, and
personal vehicles, use Commercial Street. There is currently limited
infrastructure, signage, or policy in place to divert or manage the
number and types of vehicles entering Commercial Street –
especially during the peak season.

Advance Signage and Information
Advance signage, whether permanent or on variable message signs,
can provide wayfinding to help drivers locate popular areas and
direct them to preferred parking facilities. During peak season, most
visitors and tourists arrive from the south as they approach
Portland, which creates opportunities for roadside signage to
“intercept” them with travel information.

Figure 2-15: Structured Parking by Designated Use (2016
Downtown Portland Parking Study)
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Remote Parking Options

Tour Bus Parking & Staging

Parking in the heart of the Old Port can be time consuming,
stressful, and expensive. It can also contribute to congestion and
“friction” along the corridor. A remote parking option would
present an alternative to groups looking for cheaper and more
convenient ways to access Commercial Street and the Old Port.

Several tour bus companies operate in Portland during peak season,
many of which serve cruise ship passengers when they are in port.
Many others serve sight-seeing tours from out of state, especially
during the fall foliage viewing season. These buses, trolleys, and
other vehicles stage, pick-up, and drop-off passengers along
Commercial Street, typically near Long Wharf and Chandler’s Wharf.

Issue
There is currently no remote parking service to downtown Portland.
Opportunities
Possible locations for remote parking lots and garages within two to
three miles of the Old Port that have additional peak season
capacity and could potentially serve a remote shuttle service to
Commercial Street and the Old Port could be investigated. This
arrangement would have the potential to reduce parking costs for
visitors while reducing congestion due to less circulation.

Issue
These tour buses, shuttles, and trolleys stage pick-ups in some of
the busiest blocks of the Old Port, occupying valuable curb space
under demand from other curbside and sidewalk users (Figure 216). In addition to occupying curb space and adding friction,
pedestrian loading and unloading can block sidewalks.
Opportunities
There is an opportunity to identify segments of Commercial Street
and nearby streets in less congested areas that could better support
or disperse tour operations while reducing street and sidewalk
congestion.

Carriages and Other Special Vehicles
The wide range of vehicles that use Commercial Street include
unusual types, such as horse-drawn carriages.

Issue
These special vehicles often travel far slower than the other vehicles
on the corridor, which can further reduce travel speeds and travel
time reliability.
Figure 2-16: Tour Bus Loading along Long Wharf (Google
Streetview, 2018)
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Opportunities
Regulations that mitigate the impact of these special vehicle types
on other traffic on Commercial Street could be developed. These
regulations could include relocation measures or operational limits.
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Opportunities
The north side of Commercial Street from Beach Street to Park/High
Street has long been considered as a potential location for a shareduse path. In addition, traffic calming measures that do not limit
truck maneuverability could be implemented.

Eastern Segment

Figure 2-17: Eastbound Cyclist Approaching Market St,
May 2019

Cyclist Comfort & Safety
Commercial Street is located between the Eastern Promenade Trail
to the east and existing and future West Commercial Street bikeway
facilities to the west. Although cyclists do cycle along Commercial
Street, there are no designated bicycle facilities east of High Street,
the segment of the corridor with greater cyclist attractions and
demand (Figure 2-17). This makes the corridor a potential candidate
for future bicycle facilities or treatments to improve riders’ comfort
and safety.

Western Segment
The segment of Commercial Street from Beach Street to High Street
is less developed, has less on-street parking, less friction, a higher
proportion of large trucks, and higher vehicle travel speeds.
Issue
The higher travel speeds and truck volumes reduce cyclist comfort
and the likelihood that less experienced cyclists will travel along this
part of Commercial Street. In addition, high speeds can lead to more
severe crashes when they occur.

The eastern segment of the study area is more developed, has more
destinations and on-street diagonal parking, and slower speeds than
the western segment, due in part to increased curbside and center
turn lane friction
Issue
Although motorist travel speeds are lower in the eastern part of the
study area, there are more intersections and conflict points, limited
sight distance, and greater chance of curbside conflicts. This can
make cycling more intimidating for less experienced cyclists.
Opportunities
In the long-term, street design opportunities may include buffered
or separated bikeways. In the short-term, shared lane pavement
marking and signage concepts that increase drivers’ awareness of
cyclists and better position cyclists within lanes could be
considered.

Bike Share
A bike share program could spur increased use of bike facilities and
support Transportation Demand Management goals by reducing
vehicular and parking demand in the study area for residents and
visitors alike.
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Issue
While the concept of bike share has been studied in Portland, and
the city has pursued potential vendors, there is no existing bike
share program in Portland.
Opportunities
The City and region can continue exploring bike share opportunities
with vendors as a means of increasing bicycle mode share and thus
reducing parking and driving demand along the corridor.

Figure 2-18: Bus Transit Services Commercial Street
Vicinity

Transit Service
Currently, South Portland Bus Service Routes 21, 24A, and 24B serve
York Street near the western half of the study area, while METRO’s
Route 8 serves Middle Street, Commercial Street, and Franklin
Street along the Maine State Pier (Figure 2-18). These routes
primarily serve stops near but not on Commercial Street.
Commercial Street is also served by Casco Bay Lines, the regional
ferry system that provides transportation to eight islands in Casco
Bay.
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Issue
There is currently no bus service along most of Commercial Street,
and the existing service’s limited frequency and hours of service do
not meet the needs of shoppers and visitors nor many of the
employees who work on or near the study area,.
Opportunities
There are opportunities to leverage the on-going METRO “Peninsula
Loop Reboot,” which is planned to launch in the fall of 2022 and will
focus on Route 1 (serving Congress St), Route 8 (the Peninsula
Loop), as well as minor changes to other routes, to provide service
to Commercial Street as feasible. The goals of the Reboot are to
develop a bi-directional urban circulator that provides more
convenient service to the peninsula, expands hours of service and
frequency, and introduces battery electric buses. In addition, the
Reboot should explore transit or shuttle services that begin early
enough to provide viable transit options to those in the marine and
fishing industry and run late enough to serve service/hospitality
employees. The Reboot should also consider an extension of
existing bus routes to the Eastern Waterfront as a means of serving
a greater number of commuters to and from Portland.
In addition, the benefits and constraints associated with
autonomous transit services could also be explored. Original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs), including traditional car
manufacturers and technology firms have been advancing
autonomous (AV) vehicle technologies and significant progress has
been made in the past decade. As a precursor to more universal AV
implementation, autonomous shuttles have been implemented
along several confined routes, including on college campuses,
business parks, shopping malls, airports, as connections to public
transportation stations, and more. These shuttles operate with
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mixed traffic, cyclists, pedestrians, typically on lower speed
facilities, typically with predictable traffic compositions. As of 2020,
many of these shuttle systems have a driver or ambassador onboard
in early stages. Although the timeline for this transition is not
certain, if these shuttles are approved to transition to fully
autonomous operations, there is the potential for financial and
operational benefits.

Approved plans for Casco Bay Lines Phase II terminal expansion also
include changes to vehicular and pedestrian site circulation. These
changes include provision for a bus stop and turn-around closer to
Commercial Street so that buses do not have to go further onto the
Maine State Pier which can be congested and add significant delays
to transit travel times.
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3. ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPMENT &
EVALUATION
The existing conditions analysis, public input, and examination of
issues and opportunities were used to develop potential
alternatives for the Commercial Street corridor. All alternatives
combined operational and infrastructure elements, and take into
account other city planning work, including the goals of Portland’s
Plan 2030. Alternatives were then evaluated based on their
technical feasibility and ability to address key study goals.
A three-step process was used to develop and evaluate potential
alternatives:
1. Strategy Development by Segment: Site-specific and broader
area strategies (organized by corridor segment) were identified
based on the issues and opportunities analysis and the distinct
and varying characteristics along Commercial Street’s length.
2. Technical Analysis: The practical implications of potential
strategies were tested through a series of cross-sections which
demonstrated the inherent physical limitations and trade-offs
between strategies (impact on on-street parking and safety
benefits, e.g.).
3. Thematic Analysis: Three thematic groupings of complementary
strategies were developed, with each theme having a focus on a
key goal of the study. These alternatives were then evaluated
against project goals and vetted with the public.

Figure 3-1: Commercial Street (facing west) near
Angelo's Acre (May 2019)

Strategy Development by Segment
Early in the alternatives development process, the study area was
examined as separate western and eastern segments, due to each
segment’s unique slate of issues and opportunities and to consider
the most appropriate operational or infrastructure strategies.

Western Segment
The more industrial and currently less developed western segment
of the corridor from Beach Street to High Street features higher
vehicular travel speeds, higher truck volumes, and lower pedestrian
volumes. Alternatives for addressing issues specific to the western
segment include:
•
•

Mitigating delays and westbound queues at the Commercial
Street/Beach Street intersection
Improving signal timing coordination between the Center
Street and Union Street signals
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Managing loading and staging within the truck apron near
the Intermodal Terminal (Figure 3-1)
Assessing the potential for a future signal at High Street and
pedestrian crossings in this area
Integrating the planned shared use path from Beach Street
to High Street and its transition
Maintaining parking, especially for marine industry workers
Integrating the developments at Portland Square and the
Rufus Deering site
Meeting marine and fishing industry parking needs.

•
•

•
•
•

Figure 3-2: Delivery Vehicle in Center Turn Lane (August
2018)

Eastern Segment
The eastern portion of the study area from High Street to India
Street is more developed, has higher pedestrian volumes, more
competing uses for roadway space, and lower vehicular speeds.
Alternatives for addressing issues specific to the eastern segment
include:
3-2

•
•
•

Increasing the effective sidewalk width to improve
pedestrian comfort and safety
Commercial Street at Franklin Street:
o Reducing delays for all users and narrowing pedestrian
crossing distances while maintaining acceptable truck
turning radii.
o Modifying the intersection to increase plaza space.
o Improving the existing signalized intersection or
converting the signal to a roundabout
Improving delivery safety and efficiency of by assessing safe
center turn lane loading locations (Figure 3-2).
Addressing bait truck backing movements on Custom House
Wharf via traffic control and other technologies
Pedestrian safety and crossing locations
o Evaluating crosswalk consolidation by examining
pedestrian safety data, distance to adjacent crosswalks,
proximity to key destinations, and the potential for
future traffic control
o Employing pedestrian sensor technology (e.g.
equipment that could passively detect pedestrians) and
explore curbside or in-pavement lighting to increase
crosswalk visibility
o Testing temporary solutions for enhancing existing
crosswalks while potentially removing other crosswalks
to improve pedestrian safety.
Implementing safer cycling infrastructure while preserving
parking
Identifying curbside strategies and pricing for parking,
deliveries, ride-hailing, and tour buses and trolleys
Testing different transit service configurations for their
potential ridership appeal and travel time reliability.
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Technical Analysis
Cross sections were developed to illustrate and technically examine
how street design alternatives for the eastern and western study
area segments might or might not work together, given the
available sidewalk to sidewalk space that generally defines the
public right-of-way. These cross sections considered adjustments to
travel and turning lanes, on-street parking and other curbside uses,
sidewalks, bicycle facilities, and transit options. The cross-sections
show the inherent trade-offs between strategies. For instance,

adding bicycle lanes to Commercial Street required a reduction of
on-street parking, converting diagonal parking spaces to parallel
space to ‘fit’ within the Commercial Street right-of-way.

Thematic Analysis
Following the analysis of cross-sections, complementary strategies
were consolidated into thematic alternatives for purposes of
comparison, with each focused on advancing one of the study’s
broader goals. Some strategies were included in every alternative
due to their potential importance in addressing key study
objectives:
•
•

Illustrating a Median Transit Concept
Specific cross-sections were developed for a dedicated center-lane
running bus or shuttle service. As envisioned, the service could
incorporate several elements of bus rapid transit to reduce travel
times relative to mixed-traffic bus service. These might include
floating bus stops, transit signal priority, and queue jump lanes.
To minimize parking impact and curb relocation, the median transit
was designed as a single-lane with bi-directional service for most of its
length, with short two-lane segment for passing at a mid-point (see
above). The vehicles would use GPS, transmitters, or other technology
to communicate with traffic signals to maximize their travel speeds as
well as to safely navigate the one-lane to two-lane transition. Stops
would be limited to three locations, spaced to optimize stop distance
and place users near origins and destinations where sidewalks provide
sufficient space to accommodate associated pedestrian traffic.

•
•
•
•
•

Modifications of the Commercial Street/Beach Street traffic
signal (implemented during the course of the study)
Exploration of the potential for a new traffic signal at High
Street
Coordination of existing and future traffic signals
Extension of a shared use path on the north side of
Commercial Street from Beach Street to High Street
Definition of a marine staging and loading area between
Casco Bay Bridge and High Street
Extension of the effective width of the water-side sidewalk
from Union Street to Franklin Street
Modifications to the Commercial Street at Franklin Street
intersection control and type (signalized with modifications
versus roundabout).

Specific strategies of the three thematic alternatives are illustrated
in Figure 3-3 and discussed below.
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Concept 1: Reduce travel times and improve travel time reliability
• Prohibits the use of center turn lane for deliveries except
along longest blocks
• Adds general travel lane transit service with pull-out busstops
• Removes Market Street and Custom House Street
crosswalks
• Channels all deliveries to curbside and adjacent streets
• Adds bicycle shared lane (“sharrow”) markings.
Concept 2: Working waterfront efficiency
• Maximizes delivery space in center turn lane
• Preserves curbside for waterfront access and business
needs, with no bus service
• Maintains/preserves the most on-street parking
• Designates the space along Harborview Park – Park Street
for parallel parking for marine industry employees
• Implements traffic control at Pearl Street to manage
pedestrians and backing bait trucks.
Concept 3: Enhanced multimodal accessibility
• Dedicates center turn lane to transit service from High
Street to Franklin Street
• Provides separated bicycle infrastructure to Center Street or
Union Street
• Fully signalizes Pearl Street for pedestrians and backing
trucks
• Maintains all existing crosswalks
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•

Implements time-restricted deliveries on Commercial Street
and adjacent streets.

Qualitative and Quantitative Evaluation
To compare the benefits and trade-offs inherent in the three
alternatives, an evaluation was conducted that included
quantitative and qualitative criteria.
Key findings from the evaluation include:
•

•

•

•
•

Designating specific locations for deliveries/staging within
the center turn lane has significant benefits for pedestrian
and vehicular safety and improves the overall efficiency of
the street’s operation
Conversion of the center turn lane to transit-only would
allow transit to operate most effectively out of the
congested general purpose travel lanes, but has a
detrimental effect on non-transit vehicular travel time and
precludes the current delivery and staging functions of the
center turn lane
Providing designated bike lanes as either a two-way
separated bike lane or standard bike lanes creates a more
accessible environment for a wider range of bicyclists but
impacts on-street parking supply
Relocation of the center turn lane deliveries and staging to
curbside displaces on-street parking supply
Crosswalk removal/consolidation generally improves
vehicular travel time by reducing conflict points with
pedestrians, but safety benefits will hinge on pedestrian
compliance
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Concept #1: Improved Travel Time & Travel Time Reliability

Restricts deliveries within center turn lane, adds bus transit using general purpose travel lanes, removes crosswalks at
unsignalized intersections, adds shared lane bike symbols, replaces center turn lane deliveries with curbside delivery
zones

Concept #2: Enhanced Working Waterfront Efficiency

Preserves center turn lane and curbside capacity for deliveries and staging, designates on-street parking for marinedependent employees

Concept #3 New Multimodal Access and Safety

Provides exclusive center lane transit service, adds two-way separated bike lane, maintains/ enhances all existing
crosswalks

Pros
• Highest congestion and
travel time reductions
• Most motorist safety
benefit
• Increases pedestrian safety
at remaining crosswalks
• Moderate transit service
access benefits
• Fewer center lane conflicts

Cons
• Eliminates modest
amounts of on-street
parking for new curbside
delivery zones
• Less pedestrian access
across Commercial Street.

Pros
• Maximizes delivery space
in center turn lane and
curbside
• Maintains/preserves the
most on-street parking
• Moderate travel time and
reliability benefits
• Moderate pedestrian
safety benefits

Cons
• Modest bicycle facility
safety benefits
• No bus transit service
• Less pedestrian access
across Commercial Street.

Pros
• Highest quality transit level
of service
• Highest quality bicycle
safety and access (to
Center St.)
• Increased pedestrian safety
and access

Cons
• Highest negative impacts to
motorist travel time
• Moderate negative impacts
to pier/wharf access
• On-street parking displaced
by new curbside delivery
zones

Figure 3-3: Thematic Alternatives and Analysis
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The following is a summary of key input:
•
•
•

•
•

Figure 3-4: August 13, 2019 Public Meeting

•

Public Input
The three alternatives were presented at a public meeting on
August 13, 2019, with an opportunity for public feedback on both
the combination of strategies within the alternatives and the
strategies individually. Approximately 75 people attended the
meeting and provided feedback through a variety of means.

•

•
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Those in attendance placed a high priority on marine
staging and loading
A majority (64%) of those in attendance supported center
turn lane deliveries versus curbside deliveries (31%).
With respect to the center turn lane, safely delineated
delivery zones received a majority of support (54%) versus
reserving the space for traffic operations (32%) or transit
service (14%).
Attendees voiced support for increased pedestrian safety
and access on Commercial Street
Forty-six percent (46%) of attendees indicated that reducing
travel times was a “Very High” or “High” priority; however,
39% also indicated it was a “Low” or “Very Low” priority.
This dichotomy was prevalent in the feedback provided
during the meeting, as some attendees expressed that
travel times were too long, while others asked how the
number of vehicles entering and parking along the corridor
could be reduced.
Transit service did not receive the same level of priority as
other potential improvements; however, several attendees
voiced interest in improving transit service along parallel or
nearby streets.
Improved cyclist infrastructure was prioritized to a lesser
extent than other categories; however, several cyclist
advocates were in attendance and mentioned Commercial
Street’s value in connecting West Commercial Street to the
Eastern Promenade.
Time-restricted deliveries received slightly more support
(39% to 35%) for curbside uses than did parking. Several
attendees provided valuable insights about deliveries within
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•

the study area, including where they would be more
feasible or less feasible and when they peaked throughout
the day.
Support for different ideas to maintain or increase parking
capacity and availability, including managing through
pricing, adding structured parking, and implementing
employee parking policies was mixed.

None of the alternatives was considered a final proposal, but each
was effective in highlighting the effects and trade-offs of maximizing
changes around each theme. The input helped to isolate which
alternatives and strategies received the most support as well as
those strategies that received little to no support, and those
elements or ideas that needed more refinement and consideration
when finalizing recommendations.
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS
The opportunities that were identified early in the study translated
into alternatives in the project’s later stages. These alternatives
were evaluated and presented to the public for feedback, then
progressed to recommendations based on their benefits. The
recommendations are designed to balance competing demands and
optimize solutions across and along Commercial Street.
Final recommendations are summarized in Table 4-1 and classified
into short-term (0-1 year), medium-term (1-3 year), and long-term
(3+ year) timelines. Many of the recommendations include a
potential pilot or trial implementation period, during which the
strategy would be assessed against predefined metrics to assess
how or if the project would move forward as a more permanent
policy or capital project.
Like the alternatives identified in Chapter 3, the final
recommendations have also been grouped into three strategic
themes with accompanying graphics which allow the visualization of
complementary strategies which align with the project’s goals.

Smart City
Smart City recommendations apply technology and management
strategies to improve operations and travel time reliability by
allowing Commercial Street’s diverse uses and users to share space
more effectively. A number of projects, policies, and strategies are
recommended to help optimize deliveries and shipments, create
efficiencies in travel to and along Commercial Street, and prepare

the street to flexibly accommodate new transportation technologies
and future developments.

Traffic Signal Upgrades
Upgrade the traffic signal systems on both Commercial Street and
Franklin Street to provide better coordination and improve
operations for motorists, pedestrians, transit vehicles, and
bicyclists.
These upgrades include:
• Coordinating the Beach Street, Center Street, and Union
Street signals through fiber-optic or other signal interconnect
to improve efficiency and reduce vehicle stops. At High
Street, where a signal is being considered for future
installation, provide the connections and capacity in the
interim.
• Implementing Leading Pedestrian Intervals (LPIs) at each
intersection to achieve consistent pedestrian operations.
• Ensuring new traffic signal controllers have Transit Signal
Priority (TSP) functionality for future potential shuttle or bus
service.
• Upgrading the Franklin Street signals controllers with
Adaptive Traffic Control (ATC), which use supplemental
vehicle detection to constantly adjust signal timing
parameters to achieve more efficient traffic progression.
Implementation of ATC will help to ensure that drivers on
movements with high volumes receive sufficient green time
with minimal wasted green time on low traffic volume
approaches. Care has to be taken to not negatively affect
pedestrian movement at intersections.
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Crosswalk Consolidation
Establish evaluation criteria and pilot test the removal of four
unsignalized crosswalks, measuring the effect on traffic flow,
pedestrian accessibility, and safety.

including the use of high-contrast pavement treatments. Lighting
offers particular safety potential, given limited daylight hours during
the winter months.

Where the evaluation shows that it is beneficial, implement
permanent crosswalk removals and enhance the remaining
crossings.
Consolidating crosswalks provides an opportunity to balance travel
time reliability for vehicles with pedestrian access. It is
recommended that up to four crosswalks be tested for removal in
the area of Commercial Street with the highest crosswalk
concentration, including Dana Street (east side), Moulton Street
(east side), Silver Street (east side), and Pearl Street (east side).
Criteria for which crosswalks to consider removal should include:
•
•
•
•
•

Crash data
Pedestrian crossing volumes
Desire lines (adjacent parking lots and attractions)
Sight lines
Distance to remaining crossings.

Metrics to assess the effectiveness of consolidation could include
pedestrian crashes and conflicts, number of pedestrians crossing at
non-desired locations, vehicle travel speeds, pedestrian use of the
blocked crossing area, and surveys of waterfront users, shopowners, and others who frequent the street.
To complement crosswalk removals once they are made
permanent, it is recommended that the City enhance the locations
of the removed crosswalks (Figure 4-1) and the remaining
crosswalks via improved sight distance, additional pedestrianoriented and roadway lighting, and other strategies, potentially
4-2

Figure 4-1: Before & After Example of Treatments to
Enhance Consolidated Crosswalk (Aceto Landscape
Architects)
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TABLE 4-1: Recommendations by Category and Phasing

ShortTerm

MediumTerm

Marine Staging, Loading
and Access
1. Add signage west of
High Street to inform
staging/loading
locations and
timeframe
2. Define and stripe
staging loading areas
between IMT and High
St. and within
Portland Fish Pier
3. Sign and promote tour
bus and truck staging
areas on West
Commercial St. to
alleviate center lane
staging
4. Actively manage the
designated curbside
tour bus
stopping/loading
areas near Long Wharf
and identify
alternate locations
5. Implement hang-tag
parking program for
working-waterfront
dependent employees
west of High St. if
parking problems
persist
6. Continue to evaluate
tour operations, make
curb location
adjustments as needed

Pedestrian Safety, Comfort and
Access
1. Rehabilitate the sidewalk &
streetscape west of Custom
House Wharf to DiMillo’s
2. Amend sidewalk seating,
vending, and sign
regulations to require a
minimum effective width of
8’ in the high pedestrian
segment of Commercial St
3. Pilot the removal of four
crosswalks at unsignalized
intersections, maintaining
at least one at each crossstreet; reduce crossdistances where truck
turning radii allow
4. Improve crosswalk sightlines
by defining center turn lane
delivery & staging areas
5. Implement consistent
pedestrian signal timing
with Lead Pedestrian
Intervals (LPIs)
6. Add cobra head lighting
where there are gaps

7. Construct Dana St.
plaza/place-making project
8. Add pedestrian scale
lighting from High St –
Franklin St.
9. Continued phased sidewalk /
streetscape rehabilitation
Where beneficial, make the
crosswalk removals permanent
and enhance the remaining
crosswalks
10. Continued phase sidewalk /
streetscape rehabilitation

LongTerm

General Deliveries,
Parking and Curb
Usage
1. Stripe center lane
pavement marking to
designate allowable
delivery zones
(offset from
crosswalk by 20’
min.)
2. Survey businesses
to identify timerestricted delivery
windows
3. Meet with delivery
and distribution
operators, based on
(2)
4. Pilot curbside
reservation
system/technologies

5. Based on short-term
implementation
success, assess
need for additional
designated delivery
zones

Travel Time & Travel
Time Reliability
1. Upgrade signal
equipment (fiberoptic interconnects,
Adaptive Signal
control, transit
priority); coordinate
signals, implement
consistent pedestrian
operations
2. Stripe center turn
lane delivery and
staging areas in the
center lane
3. Pilot and assess
crosswalk
consolidation at up
to five locations
4. Implement Franklin St
smart signals ATC
5. Pilot crosswalk
consolidation
6. Preclude horse-drawn
carriage service
during peak hours and
seasons

Transportation Demand
Management
1. Pilot autonomous
shuttle from Angelo’s
Acres to Casco Bay
Lines. Monitor service
for success and
modifications.
2. Collaborate with
MaineDOT to install
VMS signage on I-95
and I-295 to guide
visitors to
appropriate
destinations
3. Make public the onstreet parking spaces
within the public
right-of-way that have
been privatized
(waterside west of
High Street)
4. Assess on-street
parking pricing
increase via occupancy
and turnover metrics
during the peak-season

Bicyclist Comfort
and Safety
1. Install high
visibility shared
lane markings
(“Sharrows”) from
High St to
Franklin St
2. Install
additional bike
racks

7. Evaluate Franklin St
at Commercial St
intersection after
both streets have had
ATC installed

5.

3. Design and
construct West
Commercial Street
Path Phase III
(Beach St. to
High St.)

3. Implement METRO
Route 1 and 8
Reboot service
(reinforcing
connections to
Commercial St if
routed elsewhere)

4. Continue to
monitor cyclist
usage and crashes
to inform
potential
separated
facilities

4. Evaluate AV and
transit service to
determine longterm Commercial
Street transit
needs

6.

8. Reconstruct
Commercial St at
Franklin St
intersection as a
roundabout

Assess parking pricing
pilot, implement new
on-street parking
pricing regimen if
successful
Collaborate with
partners to launch
pilot TMA to
coordinate
downtown/waterfront
parking management and
TDM efforts.

Transit Service
1. Assess Commercial
Street needs in
concert with METRO
Reboot for Routes
1 and 8.
Coordinate with AV
shuttle pilot
2. Assist METRO with
extension of HUSKY
Line express
service to serve
the eastern
waterfront
(locations, stop
typology, route)
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Figure 4-2: Smart City Recommendations
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Smart Curbside Management
Convene commercial delivery services and waterfront-related
stakeholders to develop a series of pilot changes to curbside
management in conjunction with pilot restrictions on center turn
lane deliveries. Implement those strategies and locations that
prove effective.
With the potential for restrictions on the use of the center turn lane
for deliveries and staging, more active curbside management
strategies will be needed, including providing more commercial
delivery zones curbside. Potential strategies may include:
•
•
•
•

Conversion of existing on-street parking to commercialplate-only spaces for longer durations (6 am to 6 pm)
Short duration conversion of existing and new parking
spaces for deliveries (e.g., before 11 am)
Dynamic curbside reservation systems
Creation of additional delivery spaces on side streets
adjacent to Commercial Street.

Parking Pricing & Restrictions
Implement a dynamic parking pricing pilot project along selected
Commercial Street blocks to evaluate the impact on parking
turnover, parking occupancy, and congestion.
In this concept, parking prices increase and decrease with demand
to maintain a pre-selected occupancy goal (typically 10-20% of
available on-street spaces) and reduce congestion from circling
vehicles. The City’s existing mobile parking application makes
implementing this dynamic pricing more feasible. To ensure an
effective pilot, it is recommended that the City evaluate the
following metrics both before and after implementation:

•
•
•
•
•

On-street parking occupancy (percent of spaces in each
block that are available)
On-street parking turnover (how many different vehicles are
parked in a space during a set period)
Cruising studies which show how many times the same
vehicle passes a specified point
Changes in parking revenue
Feedback from businesses, via both qualitative surveys and
total sales receipts

Interstate Signage and Variable Message Signage (VMS)
Work with MaineDOT to re-evaluate recent changes to I-295
interstate signage to ensure commercial/freight and tourist traffic
is being directed to the appropriate I-295 exits based on their
destinations. Use Variable Message Signs on I-295 and onpeninsula to provide additional destination guidance for visitors.
Work with GPS routing companies (WAZE, e.g.) to ensure that
preferred routes into Portland are prioritized.
Redirecting motorists and trucks to use the most appropriate I-295
exits and arterial streets can get them to their destinations more
efficiently and reduce unnecessary travel. For instance, for trucks
that are destined to the more industrial portions of Commercial
Street, Exit 4 may be most appropriate. Tourists are likely more
interested in the easterly portion of Commercial Street, making Exit
7 more appropriate. Encouraging more direct access to destinations
through the use of the appropriate highway exit can help reduce
congestion and friction on Commercial Street.
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It is recommended that the following metrics be reviewed after any
level of implementation to evaluate how service could be altered or
improved:
• Ridership (per day, in the peak hours)
• Cost per rider to operate the service
• Crashes or near-misses
• Instances per operating hour or mile a driver must take over
• Winter weather operating resilience.

Pilot Transportation Management Association
Establish a Pilot Transportation Management Association that
focuses on the Peninsula and key large employers.
Figure 4-3: Easy Mile Autonomous Shuttle Shown in
Denver, CO

Autonomous Shuttle Service
Implement a pilot Autonomous Shuttle Service that includes
Commercial Street.
Autonomous shuttles are envisioned as a micro-transit system with
the potential for various configurations, including:
• Linking the western end of the corridor (at Angelo’s Acres
near the Casco Bay Bridge and the IMT) to the eastern end
of the corridor near the Casco Bay Lines Ferry Terminal. This
service would provide rides to those who arrive via ferry or
cruise ship, and conversely, it would provide rides to those
who park at the western end of the corridor and wish to
ride to the more developed eastern end of the corridor
• Looping through the peninsula, including on Commercial
Street, as a downtown/waterfront circulator to connect
concentrations of key employment and retail areas and
transportation facilities.
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Transportation Management Associations (TMAs) are non-profit
organizations that are typically member-controlled, have a specific
geography, and are focused on achieving transportation goals,
which often include parking and transportation demand
management (TDM). TMAs are typically funded by their
participating members, in addition to government grants, parking
revenue, and other potential smaller sources or revenue. Typical
TMA program scopes can include:
•
•
•
•

Financial commuter incentives
Marketing and promotion materials
Parking management, including shared parking
Ridesharing and carpool coordination and shuttles

It is recommended that specific, measurable transportation goals
and programs be established as a TMA is created, with a predetermined evaluation period to assess whether the program will
be continued. If a TMA were established, it is recommended that it
have input into any pricing or curb management strategies that are
implemented.

Commercial Street Operations and Master Plan
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Figure 4-4: Great Street Recommendations
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Great Street
Commercial Street is home to residents, employees, and commuters
who walk or cycle along it throughout the year, as well as hundreds
of thousands of other visitors, shoppers, and diners who enjoy all
that it offers year-round, with a peak tourism season during the
summer and early fall. Great Street recommendations are intended
to improve infrastructure, safety, and comfort for all of these users
and to enhance Commercial Street’s historic character.

Maintain Effective Sidewalk Width
Modify outdoor dining, street artist, and other regulations to
maintain a minimum effective sidewalk width of 8’ from India
Street to Center Street. Where changes in regulation can’t achieve
this minimum width, develop phased sidewalk widenings or
modify streetscape elements such as tree wells as funding allows.
Achieving recommended effective sidewalk widths – via both policy
changes and potential capital projects – will make it more feasible
for pedestrians to walk, rest, and window shop along Commercial
Street simultaneously. Maintaining these minimum widths will also
help reduce conflicts between pedestrians and vehicles during peak
seasonal surges of activity.

Figure 4-5: Recommended Sidewalk Widths
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Figure 4-6: Photo-Simulation of Shared Use Path, Facing
West

Figure 4-7: Example Recommended Locations for Additional
Street Lighting

Extend West Commercial Street Path

Enhance Street Lighting

Design and construct the Phase III (Beach Street to High
Street/Hobsons Landing) portion of the West Commercial Street
Path.

Add street- and pedestrian-scale lighting where needed to provide
a safer and higher quality pedestrian experience.

Under this recommendation, the existing sidewalk on the north side
of Commercial Street between Beach Street and High Street would
be widened to 10 – 12 feet to accommodate both bicyclists and
pedestrians on a single facility (Figure 4-6). The resulting pathway
would provide safer connectivity for cyclists and pedestrians to the
downtown/waterfront from the pathway on the Veterans Bridge,
the Fore River Parkway Trail, and other bikeway and sidewalk
connections. This facility is particularly crucial in this segment of
Commercial Street where vehicle speeds and the volume of trucks
are higher.

Filling gaps in the existing lighting system with “cobra head” lights
and/or pedestrian-scale lighting fixtures will improve visibility and
safety (Figure 4-7). New poles should be placed within the
furnishing zone to maintain the effective sidewalk width. Lighting
should also be considered coincident with any utility projects that
would bury the existing overhead wires.
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zones should have a minimum set back of 20 feet from any
crosswalk (50 feet preferred) to improve sight distance for
pedestrians and vehicles (Figure 4-8). Five of these zones are
recommended East of Cross Street, East of Union Street, West of
Dana Street/Chandler’s Wharf, East of Dana Street/Chandler’s
Wharf, and West of Pearl Street/Custom House Wharf (see Thriving
Waterfront).

Rehabilitate Sidewalks and the Streetscape
Rehabilitate sidewalks, curb ramp, and streetscape elements to
maintain ADA compliance and a high-quality pedestrian
environment.

Figure 4-8: Photo-Simulation of Sample Center Lane
Delivery Zone Using Paint and Removal Flex Posts

Increase Intersection Sight Distance and Crosswalk Visibility
Define and mark portions of Commercial Street’s center turn lane
for approved locations for delivery trucks and staging of trucks to
access piers and wharves.
Make needed changes to on-street parking in the vicinity of
crosswalks and side streets
Defining delivery zones will increase pedestrians’ ability to see
vehicles approaching on the far side of the roadway (and vice
versa). Adjusting parking immediately adjacent to crosswalks will
increase pedestrians’ ability to see vehicles approaching on the
nearside of the roadway. These actions are recommended to
complement crosswalk consolidation. Where on-street parking is
reconfigured, the space may be ideal for motorcycle-scooter parking
or in-street bike corrals for bike parking. Center turn lane delivery
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The highest priority segments for sidewalk rehabilitation are
between Dana Street and Franklin Street, given its central location
serving employees, customers, diners, shoppers, and those exiting
ferries and cruise ships.

Improve Efficiency of Commercial Street at Franklin Street
Intersection Operations
In the short term, implement a pilot project to create a more
compact intersection to increase intersection efficiency for
pedestrians and motorists.
In the mid- to long-term, implement the roundabout at the
Commercial Street/Franklin Street intersection.
The short-term Franklin Street/Commercial Street pilot project
would create a more compact intersection by consolidating lower
volume travel lanes and modifying corner turning radii. This will
shorten pedestrian crossing distances and the time needed for each
pedestrian phase, making the overall traffic signal phasing more
efficient. Corner radii should still provide for large tractor trailers
that need to access Commercial Street. Adaptive Traffic Control

Commercial Street Operations and Master Plan
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signal equipment that is being installed on Franklin Street and a
portion of Commercial Street in 2020 will further lead to improved
traffic operations for all users of both streets.
In the long-term, a roundabout was selected in 2015 as the
preferred solution for the intersection as part of the Franklin Street
Phase II Study (Figure 4-9). The roundabout would create potential
pedestrian activation areas and increase overall intersection
efficiency while preserving maneuverability for large trucks through
the intersection.

Figure 4-10: Potential Dana Street Plaza/Place-making
(Aceto Landscape Architects)

Implement Place-Making Projects
Implement place-making projects to reinforce Commercial Street’s
historic character, improve the pedestrian environment and
safety, and create additional areas for people to gather.
Place-making projects along and adjacent to Commercial Street
could enhance pedestrian access to the waterfront and create
gateways to/from the waterfront and the Old Port. One opportunity
to implement such a gateway is the Dana Street at Wharf Street
intersection (Figure 4-10).

Figure 4-9: Roundabout Concept (Franklin St to left)
(Franklin Street Feasibility Study – Phase II)

In addition to place-making on Dana Street, other place-making
opportunities include leveraging the crosswalk consolidation (see
Smart City recommendations) to enhance remaining crosswalks and
activate the curb where crosswalks have been consolidated.
Potential elements that could be applied to Commercial Street
include pedestrian refuge medians (applied at locations that would
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not hinder truck movements), pedestrian-scale lighting, and highcontrast brick crosswalks.

Expand Bicycle Infrastructure
Install shared lane markings from High Street to India Street.
Design and construct the final segment of the West Commercial
Street Shared Use Pathway from Beach Street to near High Street
where the bikeway will transition to a shared lane facility.
In the short-term, it is recommended that Shared Lane Markings
(SLMs, also called “Sharrows”) be installed from High Street (at the
end of the proposed shared-use path) to India Street. These
markings help to reinforce the preferred safe riding location for
cyclists within the travel lane and in relation to on-street parking to
avoid the ‘door zone’. Coincident with the shared-use path and
SLMs, bicycle parking should be increased through the installation
of additional racks throughout the study area.
After the SLMs are installed, it is recommended that the following
metrics continue to be tracked to inform the location and type of
potential future traditional bicycle lanes or separated bicycle
facilities:
•
•
•
•
•
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Bicycle volumes (at multiple locations)
Bicycle crashes
Vehicle speeds
Continued public outreach
Outreach to businesses to understand how customers
access their shops.

Enhance Transit Access & Operations
Implement recommendations from the Peninsula Transit ReBoot
process to increase transit access and use on Commercial Street.
As upgrades to traffic signal equipment occur (such as the planned
Adaptive Traffic Control system), include equipment that would
enable Transit Signal Priority.
Should service be implemented in the vicinity of Commercial Street
through METRO’s Peninsula Loop Reboot project, suggested stop
locations include:
•
•
•

•

Thames Street serving Ocean Gateway and new Eastern
Waterfront development
Commercial Street at Franklin Street to serve the Casco Bay
Lines terminal at the Maine State Pier
Commercial Street at Dana Street with a bus stop design
integrated with the Dana Street place-making project and
crosswalk consolidations
Commercial Street at Union Street or Center Street to serve
the westerly end of the Old Port/more intensely developed
part of Commercial Street

The Reboot should consider routes with the frequency and span of
service to serve Commercial Street’s working waterfront employees,
who start their day before dawn, as well as the many service and
hospitality employees whose shifts end later in the evening.

Commercial Street Operations and Master Plan
Recommendations

Figure 4-11: Thriving Waterfront Recommendations
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Thriving Waterfront
Thriving Waterfront recommendations seek to sustain the working
waterfront and enhance economic activity by improving access to
and along Commercial Street while balancing its many competing
uses. These recommendations include staging and access for pier
and wharf operations and strategies to increase delivery efficiency
for businesses, shops, and restaurants while increasing pedestrian
safety and travel time reliability on Commercial Street.

Reconfigure General Deliveries and Waterfront Staging Areas
Convene both local and national delivery operators (UPS, FedEx,
restaurant/bar distributors), waterfront businesses and other
businesses to develop center turn lane and curbside management
strategies.
Define and mark portions of Commercial Street’s center turn lane
for approved locations for delivery trucks and staging of trucks to
access piers and wharves.

Changes to center lane delivery areas should be tested as part of a
pilot project. Initial locations for designated center turn lane
delivery zones are:
•
•
•
•
•

East of Cross Street
East of Union Street
West of Dana Street/Chandler’s Wharf
East of Dana Street/Chandler’s Wharf
West of Pearl Street/Custom House Wharf.

These designated delivery zones should be set back at least 20 feet
from crosswalks (30 feet – 50 feet preferred, if available) and be a
minimum of 30 feet in length. Zones could be designated using
more traditional means, such as signage (static or digital) and
striping, or via technology-based platforms, such as emerging
vendors including Coord (www.coord.com) and Curbflow
(www.curbflow.com). Following an evaluation of the pilot based on
performance measures and stakeholder feedback, permanent
changes should be installed.

Changes to delivery and staging areas should be designed in
collaboration with stakeholders through a process that identifies
when deliveries and staging peak at different segments along
Commercial Street, when businesses are able to accommodate or
process these deliveries, and new opportunities for curbside and
center turn lane delivery zones. It will be important to balance both
the removal of areas of the center turn lane for use for
delivery/staging with the creation of additional curbside space to
ensure both that businesses can get timely deliveries and waterdependent uses have adequate staging areas while improving the
overall efficiency and safety of Commercial Street.
Figure 4-12: Photo-simulation of Center Turn Lane
Delivery – Staging Zones Pavement Markings, Bollards
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available to large vehicle use to ensure capacity for industrial
function. West Commercial Street, specifically, has the broad right
of way and limited driveways needed for truck and bus staging. The
recent expansion of the International Marine Terminal has both
constructed the physical infrastructure as well an expanded need
for such truck staging along the east-bound lane of West
Commercial Street. Great waterfronts need “slack” in the
transportation system to accommodate peak demands and large
vehicles. Contemplating tighter management of congested portions
of the Central Waterfront requires continued flexibility to
accommodate truck staging in the Western Waterfront where land
use policies are more unambiguously prioritized toward marine
industry.
Figure 4-13 Potential Bait Truck and Water Dependent
Truck Staging Areas

Designate Bait and other Water-dependent Truck Staging Areas
Confirm, implement, and market bait truck and water-dependent
truck staging areas.
Dedicated staging for bait trucks and other large water-dependent
business delivery vehicles should be signed and striped along West
Commercial Street (Figure 4-13). These areas would include space
along the wharf side of Commercial Street near the Casco Bay
Bridge as well as on the circulation road within the Portland Fish
Pier. Additional storage space also exists along the shoulder of
West Commercial Street along the frontage of the Portland Yacht
Services expansion.
As the City considers restrictions on certain truck staging and tour
bus parking in Commercial Street (such as in the center turn lane),
the demand for these uses is not likely to diminish in the long-term.
Other areas of the Portland peninsula must remain open and

Manage Use of the Westerly Truck Apron
Implement time and use restrictions to create active/short-term
loading zones between High Street and the IMT on the water side
of Commercial Street
It is recommended that vehicle staging and parking along and within
the truck apron area, the space between the eastbound lane and
building facades, in the western part of Commercial Street be
refined to ensure that staging activities are prioritized. Appropriate
striping, signage, and enforcement will be necessary.

Consider Waterfront-Related Employee On-street/Hang Tag
Parking
Assess the on-going need for the city to provide and designate onstreet parking spaces for waterfront-related employees.
As pier and wharf parking is eliminated, a ‘hang-tag’ program that
would allow water-dependent employees to park on-street for
extended periods should be assessed.
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Develop Management Measures for Curbside Tour Bus
Operations
Work with tour bus operators to identify and finalize management
measures and additional locations for loading and unloading of
passengers to mitigate the sidewalk crowding issue that occurs on
peak pedestrian traffic days.
Dispersing tour bus loading and unloading can help mitigate
sidewalk overcrowding. It is recommended that the City make more
use of the itinerant tour bus loading on the portion of Commercial
Street between Franklin Street and India Street and add space on
Thames Street and within the Ocean Gateway facility parking lot for
tour bus operations.

Restrict Horse Drawn Carriages During Peak Travel Times
Prohibit horse drawn carriages from operating on Commercial
Street during afternoon peak vehicular traffic hours during the
tourist season.
To improve traffic flow, it is recommended that the City restrict
horse drawn carriage travel to other streets or pathways, or timerestricting travel to off-peak hours and days, especially during peak
season.
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Implementation

5. IMPLEMENTATION
Plans such as the Commercial
Street Operations and Master
Plan play an important role in
refining and advancing the
policy context established in the
city’s comprehensive plan.
Portland’s comprehensive plan
– Portland’s Plan 2030 –
articulated the critical economic
and cultural roles the working
waterfront plays in Portland.
The plan also highlighted the
importance of a diverse, multifaceted economy, our historic
resources and public assets, and, critically, our multi-modal
transportation infrastructure as both a means of promoting
accessibility and as an armature for future growth and change.
Reflecting on the need to balance these competing interests,
particularly with respect to the waterfront, the plan states:
Portland’s interwoven and adjacent marine-related and
compatible non-marine uses provide a unique bridge
between the city’s maritime activity and the commercial,
tourist, and recreational city. Even so, finding a balance
between these sometimes competing, sometimes mutually
beneficial, always shifting waterfront environments is an
ongoing challenge. (Portland’s Plan 2030, 2017, p. 30)

A key focus of this study was to identify strategies that preserve
and improve Commercial Street’s function to complement and
support the working waterfront, while balancing the interests of
other street users.
Following completion of the study, implementation is expected to
take several tracks. These include:
•

•

•

Long-term capital investments to modernize infrastructure,
such as the implementation of the roundabout at the
Franklin-Commercial Street intersection, which will require
financial investment on the part of the city over several
years.
Policy and regulatory changes that help better manage
public resources, which can take place in the shorter time
frame. These changes will require interdepartmental
coordination and resources to ensure compliance.
Operational changes, focused on how we manage the
function of the public portion of Commercial Street. These
operational strategies affect where, when, and how
commercial deliveries, loading, and staging can occur; how
sidewalk space is allocated; where tour bus loading occurs;
and where and how many crosswalks are provided. Several
are slated for pilot projects to test their effectiveness prior
to permanent implementation, while others – such as
changes to deliveries and loading - will benefit from
additional stakeholder input to ensure that changes meet
evolving needs.
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Current 2020 Context
The emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic in the winter 2020 and its
continued persistence into the winter of 2020/2021 has implications for
how and when plan recommendations may be implemented. The
Chapter 4 timelines for phased implementation will depend in part on
the City’s fiscal picture moving forward, as well as the short- and longterm impacts of the pandemic on Commercial Street’s operations and
needs.
COVID-19 has also changed the lens through with many of the
recommendations can be viewed. For example, many of the
recommendations are intended to mitigate issues that arise during the
summer and fall peak visitor season. While the summer of 2020 did see
seasonal tourism, overall visits to Portland were down from a regular
year, and cruise ship operations remained suspended. Time will tell how
quickly and to what extent the city’s tourist industry recovers.
Likewise, during the spring and summer of 2020, Commercial Street
businesses used space in new and different ways due to the pandemic.
For example, restaurants and retail shops relied on the use of sidewalks
and streets for outdoor dining and merchandise displays to meet social
distancing and public health requirements. It remains to be seen how
and to what extent these requirements carry forward into next year and
beyond. Potential regulatory changes to how sidewalk space is allocated
to uses such as outdoor dining and sidewalk vending will be reassessed
as the effects of the pandemic lessen.
Lastly, the transportation implications of COVID-19 are still not entirely
clear. Early on, traffic volumes dropped off significantly as many office
workers telecommuted and business restrictions were imposed. Transit
ridership plummeted with severely curtailed service levels and passenger
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Figure 5-1 In-street Parklet and Sidewalk Outdoor
Dining, Fore Street/Boothby Square, Summer 2020
(Portland Downtown)

limits while, anecdotally, walking and biking increased. By the fall
2020 vehicular traffic volumes had generally rebounded with some
transit ridership recovery as more normal bus schedules have
resumed. The coming year will tell us more about what the lasting
impacts of the pandemic will be on the city’s transportation
infrastructure.
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Potential Impacts of Climate Change and
Sea Level Rise/Storm Surge
While this Plan doesn’t explicitly consider the potential impacts of
climate change, other parallel planning efforts have. Currently,
significant storm events that coincide with astronomical high tides
cause minor flooding and transportation delay along Commercial
Street. While such 'nuisance flooding' is disruptive, ongoing and
accelerating sea level rise will make these conditions more frequent
and more acute. The City’s joint initiative with South Portland, ‘One
Climate Future’, included a vulnerability assessment of Commercial
Street’s transportation, stormwater/sewer, and adjacent piers and
wharves. The assessment found that with a sea level rise of just under
4 feet in conjunction with astronomical high tides, much of
Commercial Street and its core functions will be significantly impacted.
The One Climate Future report provides thresholds for sea level rise in
that Portland should “commit to manage” of approximately 1.5 feet by
2050 and “prepare to manage” up to 3.4 feet by 2100. The One
Climate Future report’s recommendations call for improved data
collection, analysis, and phased investment as part of a resiliency plan.

Next Steps
Pilot Projects
This plan suggests a number of the Smart City recommendations as
potential initial pilot projects or trials. Testing new technologies on
smaller scale or for limited time periods allows for evaluation of
their efficacy and cost-effectiveness prior to a more complete or
permanent implementation. The following strategies are
recommended for implementation via a pilot or test phase:
• Crosswalk consolidation. A crosswalk consolidation pilot
would test the removal of four crosswalks across
Commercial Street in selected locations where existing
crosswalk density is high. The test would assess the level of
congestion reduction and safety benefits (for motorists
and pedestrians) as well as pedestrian compliance with the
reconfigured crosswalk pattern.
• Center turn lane and curbside management for tour buses
and deliveries. A tour bus loading and delivery pilot would
test the operational and safety benefits of reconfiguring
center turn lane and curbside use for deliveries/staging
and tour bus operations. The center turn lane pilot would
test five defined locations where stopping would be
permitted for active deliveries and waterfront staging.
With a reduction in center turn lane usage, more
commercial loading zones would need to be defined
curbside for at least a portion of the day. The tour bus
loading pilot would measure the effectiveness of new and
reconfigured curbside tour bus loading zones (and possibly
new zones within the Ocean Gateway parking lot) as a
means of reducing sidewalk crowding during peak tourist
periods.
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•

•

•

Franklin St – Commercial Street Intersection Short-term
Improvements. The Franklin St. – Commercial St.
intersection pilot would use temporary materials to test
modified travel lane assignments and adjust corner
configurations. The goal is to make the intersection more
compact, reduce pedestrian crossing distances, reduce
signal cycle length, and thus allow the intersection to
operate more efficiently. This pilot could also have the
benefit of increasing pedestrian compliance with
pedestrian signals.
Autonomous Vehicle/Shuttle Operations. The introduction
of a shuttle – potentially as an autonomous vehicle – could
connect lower cost parking resources such as Angelo’s
Acres (just west of Park Street) with the many businesses
along Commercial Street, the Casco Bay Lines ferry
terminal, and the Eastern Waterfront. A shuttle could also
be part of a broader downtown/waterfront circulator
connecting key employment and retail areas and
transportation facilities.
On-street Parking Demand-Based Pricing. As a
recommendation of the Parking Study for Downtown, the
Old Port, and the Eastern Waterfront (2016), the demandbased parking pilot would increase hourly parking rates in
higher demand areas and reduce them in lower demand
areas to try to rebalance demand between areas.

In the short term, COVID-19 continues to influence travel demand,
tourism, and utilization of the right-of-way. While proceeding with
some pilot tests prior to the resumption of ‘normal’ traffic patterns
on the waterfront may make sense, others may be better suited to
later testing. As with other recommendations, proceeding with
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pilot testing will depend on the extent of fiscal resources available
to complete these short-term projects.

Stakeholder Outreach
A number of the plan’s recommendations, including some of the
pilot projects, will benefit from additional outreach to specific
stakeholder groups to more fully understand operational impacts
related to Commercial Street. These include recommendations
pertaining to commercial deliveries, waterfront staging and
loading, and tour bus loading. More specifically, they involve
examining further limitations on the use of the center turn lane for
deliveries and staging, restricting curbside and sidewalk use for
tour bus loading zones, managing the use of truck loading and
extended parking of trucks and trailers on the truck apron between
Deakes and Hobsons Wharfs, publicizing ample truck and tour bus
staging capacity on West Commercial Street, and potentially
expanding curbside truck loading areas. Additional outreach to
stakeholders in the commercial delivery, waterfront, and tour
industries, as well as business owners, is important to ensure that
the right balance is struck around the supply, location, and
management of these waterfront-related functions.

Moving Forward
The recommendations developed for this study point toward a
more strategic, ‘hands-on’ approach to managing and investing in
Commercial Street to ensure that it continues to serve its multifaceted functions. Collectively, this study charts a course for a
smart street, a great street, and one that supports a thriving
waterfront - a Commercial Street that can flexibly support all of the
street’s diverse users both now and in the future.

